
CSS TABLE 1PX BORDER PROBLEM ALGEBRA

I'm surprised to not see this in the fiddle (using FF4), but here's what I think you may be seeing: Since every cell has a
border, naturally in.

We might be able to get even closer to what we want with better chosen shades, extra radial gradients, or even
using background-blend-mode, but I don't have the artistic sense needed for something like that. Solution 1
doesn't work if the child elements have unequal height. The simplest way to do this is to have a padding in
addition to a border, and also set background-clip to content-box. In March , it was not possible to have
auto-thumbnail sizing while also concealing the caption: instead, parameter "thumb " triggers both actions and
forces the caption to display underneath the image. In other situations, you'll need to provide space between
borders and the copy near them. Due to the way border-radius works â€” the radius for the content area being
the one we specify minus the border-width minus the padding, which ends up being negative â€” there is no
rounding for the corners of the content area. The height of the row of cells may be computed the 'auto' value ,
or may be set explicitly, in which case overflow is handled in the same manner as with the width dimension.
The various min- and max- properties answer this requirement. Background-clip certainly has its use cases!
It's pretty much the same effect used for the holes in the perforated area. If that is 'auto', the width is the sum
of the column widths. Such lines enhance contrast between an element and its neighbouring space, and in
many cases they help to create the illusion of depth within a layout. First I'll introduce the problem and then
present a cross browser solution. Finally the remaining cells are positioned. By doing it in the shorthand with
just one box value, we're also setting background-origin to content-box, but that's fine in this case, it doesn't
have any unwanted effect. When a layout is created which demands exceptional skill from a stylist, there will
be a need to account for edge cases; this was already raised in the earlier discussion of margins. The columns
are treated as a second parent to the cell, not intermingled with the row inheritance chain. A percentage is
relative to the table width. All subsequent rows have the same widths of columns of cells - nothing in
subsequent rows can affect the widths of the columns. All right! We can emulate the shape we want by using
both linear and radial gradients for the content area. A row group occupies the same grid cells as the rows
inside the row group together. Beyond that, we have no background, so we can see what's underneath our
element. Each row box occupies one row of grid cells. The spatial layout is governed by a grid. The CSS box
model discussion below addresses this issue. The fix Let's try adding a 1px negative margin to the left of the
caption Matte control Something like the thumb of the slider in the following image: slider with matte thumb
This looks pretty similar to the previous case, except now we have a lighter line at the top and an inset shadow
for the middle part. Adding a border means we see that border between the padding limit and the border limit.
This approach of using the padding to create the space between the background and the border is not the best
unless we only have a short text in the middle. One can think of a table as built from six layers. Another
important thing to notice here â€” because it's convenient for our use case â€” is that that the box-shadow is
never visible underneath the space occupied by the border-box, not even when that space is semi transparent.
As the figure shows, the cells don't have to cover the whole table, but may leave "holes. I also learned a lot
from doing that and this article shares some of those lessons. If we use an inset one instead, then we can't use
that for the dark shadow of the inner part. We can see this is relative to the padding-box because it starts from
the top left corner the 0 0 of this box. Finally, we add two box shadows, the first one being a dark one that
creates the shadow underneath the control and the second being an inset one, that should darken a bit the
bottom and laterals of the control's outer part.


